Add Codes

Students will sometimes need a “permission-to-add code” to get into your class. To get this code, they need to contact Erin Daniel at 801-422-4560, erin_daniel@byu.edu or in her office at 1097 KMBL. Often the reason a student is asking for a permission-to-add code is because he/she has not met the prerequisites required for the class, or are taking the prerequisites concurrently. Erin is able to look up what they have taken and determine if it is appropriate to give the student an add code. Also, if a class is already at its capacity, a student who has received a permission-to-add code will bypass the waitlist. Erin will be able to see the class enrollment, the capacity and the waitlist before giving an add code to a student.

In the case of research classes, such as Psych 492R, you may want to give the add code yourself since you will decide if you are able to mentor a student in your lab or not.